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ABSTRACT

This paper investigates the utilization of a predictive current control for a four port DC/DC
power electronic converter with an input port, two storage ports and a load port suitable
for a Hybrid Electric Vehicle. Being a power converter with multiple ports, it has differ-
ent operating modes. While the Stateflow controller is employed to handle mode selection,
the predictive current controller is used to control the inductor current . The control laws
governing each operating mode is derived out for valley current control. By making the
inductor current in the upcoming switching cycle equivalent to the reference, the duty cy-
cle is predicted. Simulation and experimental results show improvements in current ripple
minimization, faster dynamic performance and comparable to traditional PI control method.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The recent developments in the power processing and storage technology are promoting electric propulsion.

Different power converter topologies suitable for automotive applications have found renewed interest in the recent
past. During the course of its evolution, many sources and storage units have found its place in a Hybrid Electric
Vehicle. Different topologies incorporating multiple input and output ports have been developed in the past. These
power converters employ different control techniques to achieve control objectives [1]. The control objective could be
target current [2, 3] or voltage [4], the limit on a ripple [5], faster or slower response [6] and quick recovery from a
disturbance or a stability criterion [7]. Traditional control techniques in both analog and digital domain have been in
use for an extended period. With the advent of digital control, the traditional analog have transformed into the digital
domain, and new controllers are being introduced to control a specific or set of system parameters. Inductor current
control is one of the control method that helps to extract constant power from input sources. Inductor current control is
usually done by making the inductor current to follow a particular reference to minimize error. The idea of predictive
control is to predict the duty cycle of the succeeding switching cycles based on the measured system parameters. The
predictive current could be of three types: valley, peak or average current. Out of these three, valley current control is
investigated in this work for trailing edge modulation. The Predictive Current Control(PCC) is applied to a Four Port
Converter proposed in [8]. Control laws are derived for each operating mode, and the performance is analyzed both
through simulation and experimental results.

The concept of predictive control [9, 10, 11, 12] is to predict the duty cycle command for the upcoming
switching periods based on the present and past status of system parameters. The topology selected in this work
necessitates a strict constraint on the inductor current that shall be fulfilled by the predictive current control technique.
Each mode necessitates a separate control law. However, from the analysis, it has been found that the first four
operating modes utilize a similar control law with different parameters for duty cycle computation. So the same
control law could be implemented for the modes I-IV, by switching the parameters used for computation. Mode V and
VI utilize a separate control law for duty cycle command computation. By making the predicted current equal to the
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Figure 1. Four Port Converter for Hybrid Electric Vehicle

reference current in the computation of duty cycle, the reference current could be easily achieved. The originality of
the work lies in the utilization of predictive controller for the inductor current inductor current and its implementation
to the Four Port Converter.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section II presents the details of the power converter topology,
section III deals with different operating modes and the derivation of control laws, section IV explains the control law
implementation, section V presents the results and section VI concludes the paper.

2. TOPOLOGY
A Four Port Converter with an input port(Vi), two storage ports(Vb, Vuc) and a load port(V0) suitable for

Hybrid Electric Vehicle applications is considered for the implementation of predictive current control. The power
circuit of the converter is shown in Figure 1. Being a multi-port topology, it has six different operating modes. Each
operating mode has two different switching states. A summary of all the operating modes with the first switching state
denoted by the darkened lines and the second switching state represented by discontinuous red line is shown in Figure
2 and Figure 3. The detailed synthesis and analysis of the four port converter is handled in [8]. This converter requires
two different controllers: one for mode selection and other for inductor current regulation. A Stateflow controller is
used for mode selection and the predictive control is used for current regulation. The Predictive Current Controller
has to respond to sudden variations in modes and system parameters. Our investigation is limited to the utilization of
predictive current control for inductor current regulation.

3. PREDICTIVE CURRENT CONTROL FOR FPC
This section presents the control law derivation for each operating mode. To begin with, the inductor current

waveform is considered and a duty cycle is derived using the charge-second balance. The duty cycle calculation is
then extended to the another switching period to find the final expression.

3.1. Mode I

In the first operating mode (refer Figure 2(a)), energy is transferred from the primary source port (Vi) to
the load (V0). In the first state(denoted by darkened lines) S3, D1, and D3 are ON and during the second switching
state(denoted by discontinuous red line), switching devices D1 and D2 are turned ON. The charging slope is given by
Vi/L1 and the discharging slope is given by (Vi − V0)/L1 as shown in Figure 4. Assuming the converter operates in
Continuous Conduction Mode(CCM), the next switching cycle also repeats the same behavior. The inductor current
i(n) in nth switching cycle is given by,

i(n) = i(n− 1) +
Vid3[n]Ts

L1
+

(Vi − V0)d
′
3[n]Ts

L1
(1)

Where Ts is the switching period and d3 is the duty cycle of switch S3. Extending the same argument to the (n+1)th

switching cycle,

i(n+ 1) = i(n− 1) +
Vid3[n]Ts

L1
+

(Vi − V0)d
′
3[n]Ts

L1
+

Vid3[n+ 1]Ts

L1
+

(Vi − V0)d
′
3[n+ 1]Ts

L1
(2)
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(a) Mode I

(b) Mode II

(c) Mode III

(d) Mode IV

Figure 2. Switching States in Operating Modes I-IV

Grouping variables,

i(n+ 1) = i(n− 1) + 2
ViTs

L1
− V0Ts(d

′
3[n] + d′3[n+ 1])

L1
(3)

Using the relation d+d’=1 and rearranging, the duty cycle for (n+ 1)th is given by

d3[n+ 1] = 2− d3[n] +
L1

V0Ts
[i(n+ 1)− i(n− 1)]− 2

Vi

V0
(4)
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(a) Mode V

(b) Mode VI

Figure 3. Switching states in Operating Modes V-VI

Figure 4. Inductor Current Waveform

3.2. Mode II

In this mode, energy is transferred from the primary storage device(Vb) to the load(refer Figure 2(b)). This
mode is initialized when Vi drops below a prefixed threshold level. So the diode D1 will block the primary source(Vi).
In the first state, the switching devices S1, S3 and D3 are turned ON and the switching devices S1, D2 are turned ON
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during the second switching state. The charging and discharging slope could be found in Table 1. Inductor current for
(n+ 1)th switching cycle in Mode II is given by,

i(n+ 1) = i(n− 1) +
Vbd3[n]Ts

L1
+

(Vb − V0)d
′
3[n]Ts

L1
+

Vbd3[n+ 1]Ts

L1
+

(Vb − V0)d
′
3[n+ 1]Ts

L1
(5)

Simplifying for duty cycle in (n+ 1)th switching period,

d3[n+ 1] = 2− d3[n] +
L1[i(n+ 1)− i(n− 1)]

V0Ts
− 2Vb

V0
(6)

Mode Source Port Load Port Description Charging slope Discharging slope
I Vi V0 Input source supplying load Vi

L1

Vi−V0

L1

II Vb V0 Primary storage supplying load Vb

L1

Vb−V0

L1

III Vi,Vuc V0 Secondary storage aids Input source to supply load Vi+Vuc

L1

Vi−V0

L1

IV Vb, Vuc V0 Secondary storage aids primary storage to supply load Vb+Vuc

L1

Vb−V0

L1

V Vi Vb Input source supplying primary storage Vi

L1

Vi−Vb

L1

VI V0 Vuc Regeneration V0

L2

Vuc

L2

Table 1. Summary of Different Operating Modes

3.3. Mode III

This is a hybrid mode which utilizes power from the primary source (Vi) and secondary storage port(Vuc) to
the load. This mode(Figure 2(c)) is initialized when the voltage level of the primary source falls below a threshold
value. The polarity of the secondary storage is reversed to ensure voltage addition. switching devices S3, S4 and D1

are turned on in state I and during switching state II D1 and D2 are ON. The inductor current in (n + 1)th cycle is
given by,

i(n+1) = i(n−1)+
(Vi + Vuc)d4[n]Ts

L1
+
(Vi − V0)d

′
4[n]Ts

L1
+
(Vi + Vuc)d4[n+ 1]Ts

L1
+
(Vi − V0)d

′
4[n+ 1]Ts

L1
(7)

Regrouping variables and solving for the predicted duty cycle yields,

d4[n+ 1] =
L1

(Vuc + V0)Ts
[i(n+ 1)− i(n− 1)] + 2

V0 − Vi

Vuc + V0
− d4[n] (8)

3.4. Mode IV

This is another hybrid mode in which secondary storage (Vuc) assists primary storage port (Vb) and delivers
power to the load port. This mode(Figure2(d)) is initiated when both the primary source port(Vi)and primary storage
port(Vb) are below the threshold level. Inductor charges when switching devices S1, S3 and S4 are ON in state I and
discharges to the load when switching devices S1 and D2 are ON in state II. The predicted duty cycle for (n + 1)th

cycle could be predicted by,

d4[n+ 1] =
L1

(Vuc + V0)Ts
[i(n+ 1)− i(n− 1)]− d4[n] + 2

V0 − Vb

Vuc + V0
(9)

3.5. Mode V

This is an unique mode which transfers power from primary source port (Vi) to primary storage port (Vb).
Excess energy produced when the load is off could be stored for future use. The active switching devices are S3, D1

and D3 are during the state1 and S2 and D1 during state II(refer Figure3(a)). The value for the predicted duty cycle
could be computed using,

d4[n+ 1] = 2− d4[n] +
L1

VbTs
[i(n+ 1)− i(n− 1)] + 2

Vi

Vb
(10)
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3.6. Mode VI

This mode facilitates reverse power flow. The regenerated energy from the load port is fed back to the
secondary storage port Vuc. This mode replicates the operation of a buck-boost converter as it provides voltage
reduction and inversion. The first switching state in this mode as in (Figure 3(b)) shows the switches S5 is ON. During
the second switching state, energy stored in inductor L2 will be transferred to the secondary storage port. The duty
cycle prediction could be done using the following relation,

d5[n+ 1] =
L2

(V0 − Vuc)Ts
[i(n+ 1)− i(n− 1)]− d5[n]− 2

Vuc

V0 − Vuc
(11)

(a) Mode I

(b) Mode III

Figure 5. Controller Structure

4. PREDICTIVE CURRENT CONTROLLER LAWS
This section describes the controller for the Four Port Converter. This converter has different operating

modes. The control objective is to regulate the inductor current based on a fixed reference value. So the converter
requires two controllers: one for mode selection and other for inductor current control. An MATLAB based Stateflow
controller is used to select a particular mode based on the measured system parameters. While this work focuses on the
utilization of predictive current control for FPC, the Stateflow controller is discussed in [8]. Control laws for different
operating modes are derived out in the previous section. By making the inductor current i(n + 1) in the (n + 1)th

switching cycle equal to the reference current iref , the inductor current could be made to follow the reference exactly.
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(a) Inductor current with PI Controller and Predictive Current controller

(b) Simulink Model for Code Generation

Figure 6. Dynamic waveform and related simulink control model

By substituting,
i(n+ 1) = iref

i(n− 1) = is
(12)

where is is the sampled current. By substituting Eq.12 in final equation corresponding to Mode I (Eq.4), it becomes

d3[n+ 1] = 2− d3[n] +
L1

V0Ts
[iref − is]− 2

Vi

V0
(ModeI) (13)

Doing the similar substitutions in Eqns.6,8,9,10&11, the final equations for duty cycle computation becomes,

d3[n+ 1] = 2− d3[n] +
L1

V0Ts
[iref − is]−

2Vb

V0
(ModeII) (14)

d4[n+ 1] =
L1

(Vuc + V0)Ts
[iref − is]− d4[n] + 2

V0 − Vi

Vuc + V0
(ModeIII) (15)

d4[n+ 1] =
L1

(Vuc + V0)Ts
[iref − is]− d4[n] + 2

V0 − Vb

Vuc + V0
(ModeIV ) (16)

d4[n+ 1] = 2− d4[n] +
L1

VbTs
[iref − is] + 2

Vi

Vb
(ModeV ) (17)

d5[n+ 1] =
L2

(V0 − Vuc)Ts
[iref − is]− d5[n]− 2

Vuc

V0 − Vuc
(ModeV I) (18)

The proposed predictive current controller for FPC is simulated using PSIM. The measured parameters are commu-
nicated to the Stateflow controller through an Outlink node. As described before, a Stateflow controller decides the
operating mode and communicate to PSIM through an Inlink node. Based on the command received, a specific oper-
ating mode is activated and the corresponding current control is activated. A schematic diagram of Mode I is shown
in Figure 5a. The final equations of Mode I, II and V(Eq.13,14,17) has a similar structure and could be implemented
just by switching variables used for the computation of the predicted duty cycle. In the same way, Mode III(Figure
5b) and IV has a similar structure so that these could use the same building block.
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(a) Inductor Current with PI controller

(b) Inductor Current with Predictive Current controller

Figure 7. Steady state waveforms

5. RESULT AND ANALYSIS
This section presents the steady-state and dynamic results of the proposed predictive current control method-

ology. Simulation is done using the co-simulation tool of PSIM utilizing MATLAB. Simulation results of Mode I
using PI controller and the proposed Predictive Current Controller in steady state is shown in Figure 7. The steady-
state waveforms show a reduced current ripple in using PCC compared to the PI controller. The controller is subjected
to a step variation in load and the results are shown in Figure 6a. The PI controller goes for a spike and settles while
the PCC controller results show that the inductor current exactly follows the reference irrespective of a variation in
load. The Predictive Current Controller is implemented using a Piccolo DSP controller. The controller is programmed
using the Embedded Coder toolbox of MATLAB/Simulink with support from Code Composer Studio V3.3. The
Simulink model used for code generation is shown in Figure 6b. For experimental verification, a Photo Voltaic(PV)
panel(12V,200Wp) is connected to the primary source port. A 14V, 5Ah battery is deployed in primary storage port and
two ultracapacitors each of 2.7V, 50F rating, are connected in series and utilized as the secondary storage unit. A step
variation in load is applied to the FPC through mechanical arrangement and its results in PI controller(Kp=0.104117,
Ki =0.0334486) is shown in Figure 8a. The response to the step variation in load for PCC is presented in Figure 8b.
The Predictive Current Controller responds quickly to a step variation and keeps the inductor current exactly equal to
the reference value.

6. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes a predictive current control technique for a Four Port DC/DC converter. As the converter

has six different operating modes, a Stateflow controller is used for mode selection and PCC is utilized for inductor
current control. The control laws to predict the duty cycle for each operating mode is derived out. The feasibility of the
proposed control methodology verified using simulation and hardware. The proposed controller provides the advan-
tage of low current ripple and draw constant current from the sources (PV and Battery) which improves the life span
of both. The results are compared to a traditional PI controller and show improvements in current ripple minimization,
faster dynamic performance and is more suitable for current sensitive Hybrid Electric Vehicle applications.
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